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ABSTRACT: For classical simulations of condensed-phase systems, such as organic liquids and
biomolecules, to achieve high accuracy, they will probably need to incorporate an accurate,
efficient model of conformation-dependent electronic polarization. Thus, it is of interest to
understand what determines the accuracy of a polarizable electrostatics model. This study
approaches this problem by breaking polarization models down into two main components: the
representation of electronic polarization and the response model used for mapping from an
inducing field to the polarization within the chosen representation. Among the most common
polarization representations are redistribution of atom-centered charges, such as those used in
the fluctuating charge model, and atom-centered point dipoles, such as those used in a number
of different polarization models. Each of these representations has been combined with one or
more response models. The response model of fluctuating charge, for example, is based on the
idea of electronegativity equalization in the context of changing electrostatic potentials (ESPs),
whereas point-dipole representations typically use a response model based on point
polarizabilities whose induced dipoles are computed based on interaction with other charges
and dipoles. Here, we decouple polarization representations from their typical response models to analyze the strengths and
weaknesses of various polarization approximations. First, we compare the maximal possible accuracies achievable by the charge
redistribution and point-dipole model representations, by testing their ability to replicate quantum mechanical (QM) ESPs around
small molecules polarized by external inducing charges. Perhaps not surprisingly, the atom-centered dipole model can yield
higher accuracy. Next, we test two of the most commonly used response functions used for the point-dipole representations, self-
consistent and direct (or first-order) inducible point polarizabilities, where the polarizabilities are optimized to best fit the full set
of polarized QM potentials for each molecule studied. Strikingly, the induced-dipole response model markedly degrades accuracy
relative to that obtainable with optimal point dipoles. In fact, the maximal accuracy achievable with this response model is even
lower than that afforded by an optimal charge-redistribution representation. This means that, if coupled with a sufficiently
accurate response function, the point-charge representation could outperform the standard induced-dipole model. Furthermore,
although a key advantage of the point-dipole representation, relative to charge redistribution, is its ability to capture out-of-plane
polarization, the inducible dipole response model causes it to be less accurate than optimal charge redistribution for out-of-plane
induction of the planar nitrobenzene molecule. Thus, the widely used inducible dipole response function falls short of the full
potential accuracy achievable with the point-dipole representation it employs. Additional results reported here bear on the
relative accuracy of self-consistent inducible dipoles versus that of the first-order, or direct, approximation and on methods for
assigning partial atomic charges for use in conjunction with inducible dipole models. In sum, these results point to the
improvement of polarization response models as an important direction for future research aimed at improving the accuracy of
molecular simulations.

■ INTRODUCTION

Classical simulations of condensed-phase molecular systems
rely on potential functions, or force fields, to map the spatial
coordinates of the atomic nuclei to the potential energy of the
system and the force on each atom. The commonly used force
fields model electrostatic interactions in terms of Coulombic
interactions among atom-centered point charges with fixed
values.1−8 This functional form strikes a practical balance
between computational efficiency and accuracy and thus has
found wide applications. Indeed, we have argued that, given the

modest scope of experimental data used so far to adjust force-

field parameters, force fields using this functional form can

become even more accurate.9 On the other hand, their accuracy

must ultimately be limited by their neglect of configuration-
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dependent changes in electronic polarization, that is, shifts in
molecular electron densities induced by variations in the
electrical field felt by a molecule, as the system evolves over
time. This limitation of the fixed-charge model has motivated
the development of force fields that incorporate configuration-
dependent electronic polarization.10−15

The functional form used to model electronic polarization
keeps the partial charges constant and adds atom-centered
dipoles, whose moments vary with the local electric field. A
well-regarded version of this functional form uses atom-
centered point polarizabilities, where the field felt by each
point polarizability is that generated by the point charges and
the other induced dipoles in the system. This implementation is
computationally burdensome, however, because it requires
solving a matrix equation for the self-consistent set of induced
dipoles. This problem may be moderated using improved
mathematical approaches16 or solved entirely using variants in
which the field felt by each point polarizability omits any
contribution from the other induced dipoles.17−20 These direct,
or first-order, methods are fast because there is no self-
consistent matrix problem to solve, but the lack of physical
consistency between fields and dipoles might lead to reduced
accuracy. On the other hand, even the full, self-consistent point-
polarizability model is itself a simplified representation of
relatively complex electron population shifts and going from
self-consistency to the direct approximation may not add much
more error. Another way to avoid solving the self-consistent
induced-dipole problem is to use the Drude oscillator21−23 or
the charge-on-spring24 model. This approximates atom-
centered point polarizabilities by attaching an artificial particle,
with a small mass and a point charge, to each atom treated as
polarizable and including the motions of these charges as part
of the dynamical system. It is also important to mention more
detailed models, such as SIBFA,25 which place anisotropic
polarizabilities off atom centers and carry out treatments of
electronic polarization based on a continuum dielectric
representation.26−28

Another functional form used to model electronic polar-
ization does not use point dipoles but instead allows partial
atomic charges to vary in response to time-varying electric
fields. For example, the fluctuating charge implementation of
this approach29,30 uses an electronegativity equalization31

ansatz to demonstrate how charges vary with field and treats
the changes in charge as additional dynamical variables via an
extended Lagrangian method. However, other polarization
implementations based on variable partial charges would also
be possible.32

The applicability of these two basic models, inducible point
dipoles and variable point charges, raises the question whether
one is fundamentally better suited than the other to model
shifts in the electron density of a molecule induced by external
fields. That is, setting aside how these quantities are assigned in
any given implementation, is there any difference in the abilities
of atom-centered point charges and point dipoles to model the
changes in electrical field due to induced polarization? This
question originally arose in discussions about aqueous nitro-
benzene: perhaps a configuration with a water molecule
hydrogen-bonded to only one nitro oxygen would lead to a
redistribution of electrons between the two oxygens that would
not be readily captured by atom-centered dipoles (William
Swope, personal discussion). On the other hand, it is well
known that atom-centered point charges are not well suited to
capture out-of-plane polarization of a planar molecule, such as

nitrobenzene. Additionally, given the greater computational
cost of the self-consistent induced-dipole model compared to
that of the direct approximation, it is worth asking how much
accuracy is lost in moving to the direct model. Finally, while
formulating a polarization model based on atom-centered
polarizabilities, one must choose between simply overlaying the
new polarizabilities on an existing set of fixed partial atomic
charges (e.g., restrained electrostatic potential (RESP)
charges33) or optimizing a new set of charges for use with
the polarizability model.
Here, we address these and related issues by computing

changes in molecular electrostatic potentials (ESPs) induced by
point charges at multiple locations around small molecules in
vacuum, using electronic structure methods and then testing
how well-optimized implementations of various polarizability
models replicate these changes. The results have implications
for the formulation of force fields that account for
configuration-dependent electronic polarization.

■ METHODS
The basic approach taken here is to assess how well various
polarization models can replicate ESPs, computed by quantum
mechanical (QM) methods, around molecules polarized by
artificial inducing charges. Our use of polarized QM ESPs as a
reference for polarizability models follows the work of
others.23,34 We regard each polarization model as consisting
of a representation of polarization, in terms of shifts in atom-
centered point charges or in terms of added atom-centered
point dipoles, and a response model, which is a recipe for
computing these charges or dipoles. For example, fluctuating
charge29,30 is a model that represents polarization via changes in
point charges and that uses an electronegativity-equalization
response model to derive these charges.31 Similarly, both the
self-consistent and direct polarization models represent polar-
ization in terms of atom-centered point dipoles, but they use
somewhat different response models to compute the induced
dipoles. We studied the following polarization models:

Model 0: Global optimized point charges. A single
charge set is optimized to best replicate the full set of
polarized ESPs. Chemically equivalent atoms are con-
strained to have equal charges. It should be emphasized
that the charges in this model are constant across all
locations of the inducing charge. In addition, there is no
response model for computing the charges beyond fitting
to QM results, so this model could not be used in an
actual simulation. However, this model is informative as
it reveals the greatest accuracy attainable using a single
set of permanent point charges to capture the various
polarized states of a molecule.
Model 1: Optimal point charges. Polarization is
represented by changes in atom-centered point charges,
and, unlike model 0, a different charge set is optimized to
best replicate each polarized ESP. There is no response
model for computing the charges beyond fitting to QM
results, so this model could not be used in an actual
simulation. However, this model demonstrates the
greatest accuracy attainable with any model using the
point-charge representation of polarization.
Model 2: RESP charges and optimal point dipoles.
RESP charges33 are assigned on the basis of the
unpolarized ESP and then held constant, whereas a
different set of atom-centered point dipoles is optimized
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to best replicate each polarized ESP. As for optimal point
charges (above), there is no response model for
computing the dipoles beyond fitting to QM results;
this model could not be used in a simulation. However, it
reveals the greatest accuracy attainable by the point-
dipole representation of polarizability, in the context of
the baseline RESP charges.
Model 3: RESP charges and direct polarizabilities.
RESP charges are assigned on the basis of the
unpolarized ESP and then held constant; then a single
set of atom-centered point polarizabilities, modeled as
not interacting with each other, is adjusted for each
molecule, so as to allow optimal replication of the full set
of polarized QM ESPs. Chemically equivalent atoms are
constrained to have equal polarizabilities.
Model 4: Co-optimized charges and direct polar-
izabilities. This is the same as model 3, except that a
single, fixed set of atomic charges is optimized, along
with the point polarizabilities, to best replicate the full set
of polarized ESPs. Thus, the final set of point charges
differs from the RESP charges as it is chosen to best
model not only the baseline unpolarized potential but

also all induced potentials, in conjunction with the
inducible dipoles. Chemically equivalent atoms are
constrained to have equal polarizabilities and charges.
Model 5: RESP charges and self-consistent polar-
izabilities. This is the same as model 3, except that the
induced dipoles interact with each other and their
induced dipole moments are solved self-consistently.
Model 6: Co-optimized charges and self-consistent
polarizabilities. This is the same as model 5, except that
a single, optimal set of point charges is obtained along
with the optimal point polarizabilities.

For completeness, we also examined how much the polarized
ESPs deviated from the ESPs computed with standard RESP
charges optimized to the baseline, unpolarized potentials. On
the other hand, we did not examine the Drude model because it
is essentially an implementation of the self-consistent, atom-
centered, point-polarizability model, which is analyzed here
(models 4 and 6). In addition, due to its dynamical nature, the
Drude model does not appear to provide an unambiguous
mapping between a molecular conformation and a set of
induced dipoles.

Figure 1. Molecular structures with atom types. Where multiple nonequivalent atoms have the same force field type, such as “c3”, an additional
integer is added so that only chemically equivalent atoms have the same type for the present study. Note that (a)−(g) are amino acid side-chain
analogues rather than full amino acids and that atom types are molecule-specific.
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Molecular Structures and Atom Types. To examine
polarization in the context of biologically relevant molecules,
we studied nonpolar, neutral polar, and ionized amino acid
side-chain analogues (Figure 1). The nitrobenzene molecule
was also included to test the ability of point dipoles to model
any charge redistribution between the two nitro oxygens when
an inducing charge is near one of them and also to probe how
well the two polarization representations handle out-of-plane
induction. In addition, the gas-phase dimers of the valine
analogue and of methane were studied. These are informative
because they increase the number of dipole−dipole interactions
among point polarizabilities relative to the small number of
such interactions present in the monomers. Therefore, they are
useful to further probe the accuracy of the direct model versus
that of the self-consistent polarizability model. Multiple
conformations were included for the aspartate, tyrosine and
valine analogues. The coordinates of all molecular systems are
energy-minimized structures drawn from the Benchmark
Energy and Geometry Database.35

In point-polarizability models, whose parameters are
optimized across all polarized ESPs, chemically equivalent
atoms are assigned identical polarizabilities and atomic charges.
In particular, using the fact that the RESP software available
through the Antechamber program36 automatically forces
chemically equivalent atoms to have identical RESP charges,
we assigned equivalent parameters to groups of atoms with
identical RESP charges. To do this, we assigned a type to each
group of chemically equivalent atoms in a molecule; for
example, the valine side-chain analogue has two carbon types
and two hydrogen types (Figure 1g). Note that these types do
not necessarily correspond to force-field atom types and that no
equivalence was enforced between molecules. For example, c31
can have different parameters in each molecule where it occurs.
Calculations of Reference QM ESPs. For each molecule

or dimer, gas-phase QM ESPs were computed at the HF/6-
31G* level with Gaussian 09 (RevD.01).37 In addition to
baseline ESPs, which represent unpolarized states, polarized
ESPs were generated by solving the wave equation with an
inducing point charge, ±1.0e, at locations around the molecule
determined with the dot molecular surface program dms
included with MIDAS.38 To position the inducing charges
roughly one heavy-atom diameter away from the atom-centers,
the surfaces were generated with all default atom radii
incremented by 1.9 Å. The default probe radius of 1.4 Å was
used, and the point density was set to 0.1 points per Å2, leading
to roughly 150 points per molecule. The resulting baseline and
polarized ESPs were treated as reference data to optimize the
various polarization models, as detailed below.
Description of Systems and Characterization of

Errors. We consider a molecule with N atoms so that for i =
1,...,N, qi are atom-centered point charges, μi are atom-centered
point dipoles, and αi are atom-centered polarizabilities, where
the atom centers are at locations ri. The molecule has T ≤ N
atom types, so that for ti ∈ [1,...T], qti are atom-typed point

charges and αti are atom-typed polarizabilities. The ESP values
are computed at M locations rm, m = 1,...,M, where M is
determined by Gaussian 09 and varies from one molecule to
another. The unpolarized reference quantum ESP values are
obtained in the absence of an inducing charge, whereas the
polarized reference quantum ESP values are computed in the
presence of an inducing charge qk = ±1 at a dms-assigned
location rk. The inducing charge locations are repeated for both

positive and negative point charges, so that the reference set
consists of a total of 2K polarized QM ESPs. At an ESP point
rm, the unpolarized reference potential is ϕm0

0 , whereas the QM
potential computed in the presence of an inducing charge qk =
1 is ϕmk

0 for k = 1,...,K, and the potential computed in the
presence of an inducing charge qk = −1 is ϕmk

0 for k = K +
1,...,2K. The corresponding potentials from a given polarization
model are ϕmk, for k = 0,...,2K. Note that all ESP values
considered here omit the direct Coulombic contribution from
the inducing charges.
Optimization of a polarization model means minimizing

errors computed in terms of sums of squared potential
differences (ϕmk − ϕmk

0 )2. We report the overall error of any
model when it was applied to a given molecule in the presence
of inducing charges at positions corresponding to k = 1, ..., K as
the root-mean-square error (RMSE) of the potential (kcal/mol-
e) across all ESP points for both the positive (k ∈ [1, K]) and
negative (k ∈ [K + 1, 2K]) inducing charges located at rk

χ χ
=

+ +
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟R

M2k
k k K
2 2 1/2

(1)

∑χ ϕ ϕ= −
=

( )k
m

M

mk mk
2

1

0 2

(2)

The error across all inducing charges for a given molecule can
then be written as

∑=
=

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
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⎟⎟R
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K

k
1

2
1/2

(3)

Implementation of Models. The following sections detail
the calculation of RESP charges for the baseline, unpolarized
potential and the implementation of each polarization model
listed above.

Baseline RESP Charges. Atom-centered point charges were
fitted to best replicate the baseline, unpolarized QM ESP of
each molecule, ϕ0m

0 , using RESP as implemented in the
Antechamber program.36 The two-stage fitting process uses the
default assisted model building with energy refinement
(AMBER) force-field charge restraint weights of 0.0005 for
the first stage and 0.001 for the second.

Model 0: Global Optimal Point Charges. For each
molecule, atom-centered point charges were optimized for
the best simultaneous fit to all polarized ESPs. The ESP at site
rm, due to the full set of atomic charges, qi, i = 1, ..., N, is
calculated by

∑ϕ =
| |r

q
mk

i

N
i

im (4)

where well-known physical constants are omitted for simplicity
and

≡ −r r rij i j (5)

The indices i and j are used for atomic centers, whereas m refers
to the ESP locations. Note that the same set of atomic charges
is used for every inducing charge k, so that the potential ϕmk is
actually independent of k. The optimization procedure, which
minimizes the quantity R in eq 3, is described in the
Optimization of Parameters section.
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Model 1: Optimal Point Charges. Atom-centered point
charges were fitted separately to each polarized QM ESP using
the RESP software and the same set of ESP points as for the
baseline, unpolarized, potential but with the restraint weights
set to 0 and with atom equivalency disabled to allow free
optimization of point charges. Thus, this model reports on the
maximal accuracy attainable by any polarization model that uses
the atom-centered point-charge representation of polarization.
However, it cannot be employed in simulations because it
requires a new quantum calculation for each molecular
configuration.
Model 2: RESP Charges and Optimal Point Dipoles. Atom-

centered point charges were first fitted to the baseline,
unpolarized ESP using the standard RESP, then atom-centered
point dipoles, superimposed on the point charges, were
optimized separately for each polarized QM ESP. This model
reports on the maximal accuracy attainable by any polarization
model that uses the atom-centered point-dipole representation
of polarization along with RESP baseline point charges.
However, like the optimal-point-charge model above, it cannot
be employed in simulations because it requires a new quantum
calculation for each molecular configuration. The procedure for
computing optimal point dipoles is described below.
The ESP at rm due to the baseline RESP partial charges, qi,

and the atom-centered point dipoles, μi, is given by

∑ ∑ μϕ =
| |

+
r

A
q

m
i

i

im i
i im

(6)

where well-known physical constants are omitted for simplicity
and rij is as given in eq 5 and

≡
| |

A
r

rij
ij

ij
3

(7)

For each external charge position rk, where index k refers to the
inducing charge, the error metric χk

2 (eq 2) may be written as
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where ϕmk′ contains all quantities independent of the dipoles.

Optimal dipoles are obtained by setting =χ
μ

∂
∂ 0
( )k
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2

for all μi.

This yields the following system of linear equations
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(9)

Solving this matrix equation yields the desired atom-centered
point dipoles optimized for the external charge position rk. The
NumPy linalg.norm39 function was used to find the solution to
the matrix equation.
Model 3: RESP Charges and Direct Polarizabilities. First,

atom-centered point charges were fitted to the baseline,
unpolarized ESP, using the standard RESP. Then, a single set
of atom-typed, atom-centered, isotropic polarizabilities was

optimized for best simultaneous fit to all polarized ESPs (k = 1,
..., 2K), where the model ESPs are computed as sums of the
potentials from the baseline RESP charges and those from the
induced dipoles. In this first-order, or direct, polarizability
model, the field at each atom i, Ei, is that due to the inducing
charge, Ei

qk, plus that due to the fixed RESP charges, Ei
q; fields

due to induced dipoles are ignored. Thus

∑= + = +
≠

E E E A Aq S qi i
q

i
q

k ik
j i

N

ij j ij
k

(10)

Here, Sij is a screening function which excludes 1−2 and 1−3
interactions and scales 1−4 interactions by a factor of 0.5, in
keeping with common practice in computing Coulombic
interactions with empirical force fields. The induced dipoles
are proportional to the inducing field Ei

μ α α= = +E E E[ ]i t i t i
q

i
q

i i
k

(11)

Atom-typed point polarizabilities, αti, are parameters which
must be adjusted to minimize the mean-squared error, R2,
across all polarization states k = 1, ..., 2K (see eq 3). The
optimization procedure is described in the Optimization of
Parameters section. Note that the set of charges and point
polarizabilities derived in this way is applicable to all inducing
charges and charge positions as the inducible dipoles respond
to the inducing field according to eq 11. Thus, no additional
QM calculations are needed, and this model could be used in a
simulation.

Model 4: Co-optimized Charges and Direct Polar-
izabilities. This model is identical to model 3, except that a
single set of atom-centered, atom-typed, point charges is co-
optimized with the point polarizabilities across all polarization
states, to minimize the global mean-squared error R2. Again,
this yields a model which can be used in a simulation because
no additional QM calculations are needed.

Model 5: RESP Charges and Self-Consistent Polar-
izabilities. This model is the same as model 3, except that
the field at each atom i now includes a contribution from other
induced dipoles, Ei

μ, and the system of induced dipoles is solved
self-consistently. For a given inducing charge k, the total electric
field at atom i becomes

∑ ∑ μ= + + = + +μ

≠ ≠

E E E E A A Bq S q Si i
q

i
q

i k ik
j i

N

ij j ij
j i

N

ij j ij
k

(12)

(Because the RESP charges are atom-typed, one could properly
replace qj by qtj.) We use the Applequist dipole interaction
model,40 for which Bij depends only on separation rij

δ
= −βγ

β γ
βγ

r r
B

r r3
ij

i j

ij ij
5 3

(13)

where β,γ ∈ {x,y,z}.
The induced dipoles are, again, computed from these fields

and the atom-typed point polarizabilities

μ α α= = + + μE E E E[ ]i i i t i
q

i
q

ii
k

(14)

These equations can be rewritten in a matrix form as
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where αti′ = αti
−1I and Bij are 3 × 3 matrices. Solving this matrix

equation yields a set of self-consistent induced dipoles, μi,
particular to a set of point charges, qi, polarizabilities αti, and
inducing charge qk at rk.
Using baseline, atom-typed RESP charges for qti, the atom-

typed, isotropic polarizabilities αti are solved by the same
optimization process as used in the direct polarization models
(see the Optimization of Parameters section). The resulting
polarization model is particular to the set of baseline RESP
charges but applicable to all external charge locations rk. Again,
this is a model which could be used in a simulation because no
further QM calculations are required once the polarizabilities
are established.
The treatment of close-ranged dipole−dipole interactions

adopted here deserves comment. As noted above, we exclude
1−2 and 1−3 interactions, and scale 1−4 interactions by 0.5.
This approach is consistent with many existing polarizable force
fields, especially those also utilizing the Applequist model, such
as AMBER ff02.41,42 Some dipole−dipole screening models,
such as that of Thole43 and its variations,44 also modify the Bij
term (eq 13) to prevent the polarization catastrophe to which
the Applequist model is susceptible. However, excluding 1−2
and 1−3 short-range intramolecular interactions and having 1−
4 interactions, as done here, prevents this problem, even with
the Applequist model, and our test calculations demonstrated
that adding Thole or Thole-like screening terms to the present
models produced negligible changes in the results (data not

shown). Indeed, Cieplak et al.11 note that other screening
models deviate significantly from the Applequist model only at
ranges shorter than about 3.0 Å but the 1−2 and 1−3
exclusions already eliminate many interactions within this
range, so the screening models become virtually equivalent.
This observation is corroborated by the similarity of fitting
results and parameters in Wang et al.45 for the CL, CE, CT, and
CA models, where C refers to the same short-range scaling as
detailed above and the second letter refers to the added
screening functions tested.

Model 6: Co-optimized Charges and Self-Consistent
Polarizabilities. This model is the same as model 5, except
that a fixed set of atom-typed partial charges is co-optimized
with the polarizabilities against the full set of polarized ESPs.
Thus, the atom-typed parameters qti and αti are simultaneously

adjusted, using the same optimization process and error
function as used for the other inducible dipole models. Again,
this model can be used in a simulation as no additional QM
calculations are needed.

Optimization of Parameters. All models require global
parameter optimization. For model 0 and models 3−6, the
parameters were optimized to minimize R2, the mean of the
squared potential deviations across all inducing charge sites k,
for each molecule of interest (eq 3). For models 1 and 2, the
parameters were optimized to minimize Rk

2, the mean-squared
potential deviations for each separate inducing charge position
(eq 1). All optimizations were performed with a SciPy
implementation of L-BFGS-B,46,47 a gradient-based constrained
minimization method. Charges are left unconstrained, whereas
polarizabilities are restricted to positive values. For the
inducible dipole models with fixed RESP charges (models 3
and 5), only the atom-typed polarizabilities, αti, require

adjustment; for those with co-optimized point charges, the

Figure 2. RMSE (R) of polarization models. The asterisk in the legend indicates that RESP charges were used.
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atom-typed charges, qti, are adjusted along with the polar-
izabilities.
For each molecule, multiple optimizations were run with

initial parameter values drawn from a uniform distribution
using numpy.random.rand().39 For model 0, five optimizations
were run using initial charges randomly drawn from the range
−1.0e to 1.0e. For models 3−6, 50 optimizations were run using
initial polarizabilities randomly drawn from 0 to 10 bohr3 (0−
1.482 Å3). The parameter set with the lowest value of R2 was
selected as the optimum. When charges were co-optimized
(models 4 and 6), the baseline RESP charges were used as their
starting values. Only 10 optimizations were run for tyrosine as
the calculations became time-consuming for this relatively large
molecule.
Calculation of Isotropic Molecular Polarizabilities. To

check the plausibility of the optimized atomic polarizabilities for
the inducible dipole models, we computed the corresponding
molecular polarizabilities and compared them with the
molecular polarizabilities for the same compounds computed
with the Gaussian 09 software. The isotropic molecular
polarizability of each molecule was calculated from the
optimized isotropic atomic polarizabilities as

∑α α=
i

tmol i
(16)

The molecular polarizabilities from Gaussian 09 were calculated
at the HF/6-31G* level, for consistency with the ESP
calculations used to derive the atomic polarizabilities.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section reports on the accuracy of the various
representations and models of polarization and then appraises
the charges and polarizabilities obtained by optimizing these
parameters for the four inducible dipole models.
Accuracy of Polarization Models. Overall Accuracy. The

errors of the models are reported as R (eq 3), which is the
RMSE of the ESPs approximated by each model for all
inducing charges. Note that these errors will vary with the
magnitudes of the inducing fields, with larger fields generating
larger errors. Here, the inducing fields were generated by unit
monopoles placed roughly one atomic diameter away from the
nearest atom-center of the molecule, in vacuo. Thus, roughly
similar errors might be anticipated in simulations of systems
with univalent ions near organic compounds in a low-dielectric
environment, like a lipid membrane; the overall error in such a
system will then accumulate and/or cancel across a multitude of
complex interatomic interactions.
To establish a baseline for comparing the various models, it is

of interest to summarize the errors incurred by not using any
polarizable model at all. This baseline R measures the RMSE of
the approximate ESPs computed using standard RESP point
charges, which were fit to the unpolarized QM ESP, for all of
the inducing charges. As shown in Figure 2 (yellow columns),
these errors range from about 3 to 4 kcal/mol-e. No significant
reduction in error is obtained by using a single set of point
charges simultaneously optimized to the ESPs associated with
all inducing charges (model 0), as evident in Figure 2. In fact,
the values of R from model 0 are the same as those from plain
RESP to within 0.01 kcal/mol-e. The validity of this result was
confirmed by running five different optimizations of the model
0 charges from different randomized starting values; the
standard deviation of the optimized atomic charges for each

atom across the five runs was within 0.0026e. Interestingly, the
model 0 charges strongly resemble the RESP charges: a linear
regression of model 0 versus RESP charges across all molecules
gives a slope of 0.99, y-intercept of 0.0017 and Pearson
correlation coefficient of 0.997. Due to the similarity of the
model 0 and RESP charges and errors, subsequent references to
the results when polarization is neglected may be considered to
reference either the baseline RESP results or model 0.
As detailed in the Methods section, we tested two

representations of polarization tuned to fit each individual
polarized QM ESP: adjustable atom-centered point charges
(model 1) and adjustable atom-centered point dipoles (model
2). Both representations lead to errors in the induced ESPs well
below the 3−4 kcal/mol-e errors obtained when polarization is
neglected (prior paragraph). Optimal point charges reduce the
error, on average, to about 0.75 kcal/mol-e (gray columns,
Figure 2), whereas optimal point dipoles lead to even lower
average errors of about 0.4 kcal/mol-e (magenta columns,
Figure 2). The advantage of point dipoles over point charges is
consistent across all molecules studied, though the difference
varies from case to case and is lowest for methane and for the
simple alkane model of valine. It should be emphasized,
however, that these results bear only on the ability of adjustable
point charges and point dipoles to capture induced changes in
molecular ESPs.
We investigated whether model 2 provides greater accuracy

than model 1 because it offers a better description of the
baseline, unpolarized electrostatic field. We used nitrobenzene
as a test case to check for this possibility, creating a model with
RESP charges supplemented by point dipoles optimized to
replicate the baseline, unpolarized ESP of this molecule. These
baseline optimized dipoles, μi

0, may be viewed as optimized
permanent dipoles for the unpolarized molecule, and they help
correct for the errors of RESP charges in replicating the
unpolarized QM ESP. Then, we computed the RMSE of the
ESP generated by this permanent-charge plus permanent-dipole
model against the full set of induced ESPs for all 382 inducing
charges (±1.0e at each of 191 locations). The resulting RMSE
of 4.06 kcal/mol-e is essentially the same as that for baseline
RESP charges alone, 4.08 kcal/mol-e. Thus, adding permanent
dipoles to the baseline RESP charges produces minimal
improvement in the ESP fits across the set of inducing charges.
In contrast, the RMSE is 0.37 kcal/mol-e for model 2, in which
a new set of point dipoles is optimized for each inducing
charge. Thus, the lower errors observed for model 2 versus
those for baseline RESP charges are attributable to the
improved description of induced polarization rather than to
that of the baseline potential.
The four polarizability models based on inducible, atom-

centered point dipoles (models 3−6) were then examined. In
each case, a single set of polarizabilities and, where applicable,
point charges, was optimized to best replicate the full set of QM
polarized ESPs for each molecule. Figure 2 summarizes the
accuracy of the resulting parameterized models.
Both models 3 and 4 use the efficient direct polarization

approximation, but model 3 keeps the baseline RESP point
charges (first paragraph of the Results section), whereas model
4 uses a new set of point charges optimized along with the
polarizabilities. Both of these models yield errors (R) averaging
about 1.25 kcal/mol-e (blue and orange columns, respectively;
Figure 2). This is substantially better than the baseline errors of
3−4 kcal/mol-e associated with unpolarized RESP charges
(above) but about 3-fold worse than the theoretical optimum of
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about 0.4 kcal/mol-e for the point-dipole representation
(model 2). It is also nearly 2-fold worse than the theoretical
optimum of about 0.75 kcal/mol-e achievable with the variable-
point-charge model (model 1).
One possible source of error in models 3 and 4 is their

nonphysical neglect of interactions among the induced dipoles.
However, models 5 and 6, which are the same, respectively,
except that they include these interactions and thus require
solving a matrix equation, yield at best marginal improvements
in accuracy across all cases tested (purple and green columns,
Figure 2); the differences in R are all <0.15 kcal/mol-e. A
possible concern regarding this observation is that the exclusion
of 1−2 and 1−3 interactions and the scaling of 1−4 interactions
eliminate or weaken many dipole−dipole interactions that
would otherwise have been fully included in the self-consistent
calculations; thus, the direct model may not be very different
from the self-consistent model. We addressed this concern by
including two dimers (valine analogue and methane), reasoning
that no intermolecular dipole−dipole interactions are excluded;
thus, these cases should better probe the differences between
the direct and self-consistent approaches. Nonetheless, the self-
consistent models do not particularly outperform the direct
models for the dimers either (Figure 2); in fact, they are
marginally worse than the direct models for the methane dimer.
Note that the highest-level polarizability model tested here,

model 6, which uses self-consistent induced dipoles and co-
optimized point charges, does not reach the maximal accuracy
achievable for the point-charge representation of polarization
(model 1). This means that a sufficiently well designed point-
charge model of polarizability could outperform model 6, which
is the standard self-consistent induced-dipole model. Given the
failure of model 6 to approach the accuracy of the theoretical
optimal-point-dipole model (model 2), there is even more
room to improve the accuracy of polarization models based on
the point-dipole representation.
We examined whether the greater accuracy of models 1 and 2

relative to the linear response models, models 3−6, perhaps
resulted from their ability to account for nonlinearity in the
QM polarization response. We again used nitrobenzene as a
test case, rerunning quantum calculations with charges of ±0.2,
±0.4, ±0.6, and ±0.8 e at each of the 191 inducing charge
locations and testing for linearity by several criteria. First, for
each inducing charge location, we ran a linear regression of the
molecular dipole moment provided by Gaussian against the
value of the inducing charge: the Pearson correlation
coefficients were found to be at least 0.9999 for all locations
of the inducing charge, confirming the linearity of the overall
polarization response. Second, for each inducing charge
location, we carried out linear regressions of the magnitudes
of the optimized (model 2) point dipoles at each atom against

the magnitude of the inducing charges. (As nitrobenzene has 14
atoms, there are 382 × 14 regression fits.) We averaged the
Pearson correlation coefficients for each atom across charge
locations to provide summary statistics, and the lowest mean
correlation coefficient is found to be 0.9999, again indicating a
linear response. The corresponding analysis of the optimal-
point-charge model, model 1, similarly yielded correlation
coefficients ≥0.9990. Finally, we tested how well the accuracy
of a linear extrapolation of the atom-centered point dipoles
fitted to inducing charges of ±0.2e could replicate quantum
ESPs induced with a charge of ±1.0e. For each inducing charge
location (not indexed, for simplicity) and atom (i), the dipole
moment for a unit inducing charge is extrapolated as follows:
μi
1.0 ≈ 5(μi

0.2 − μi
0) + μi

0, where μ indicates a dipole moment
and the superscripts indicate the value of the inducing charges
to which they pertain. (The expression for a negative inducing
charge is analogous.) The ESPs from these extrapolated dipoles
were compared with the quantum ESPs for the corresponding
inducing charge locations but obtained with inducing unit
charges. The RMSE across all inducing charge positions is
0.372 kcal/mol-e, which is essentially the same as the result of
model 2 obtained by optimizing dipoles for inducing charges of
unit magnitude, 0.369 kcal/mol-e. The analogous extrapolation
from inducing charges of 0.2 for the optimal-point-charge
model, model 1, yields an RMSE of 1.247 kcal/mol-e, which is
essentially the same as that for model 1 charges optimized
directly against ESPs for inducing charges of unit magnitude,
1.246 kcal/mol-e. Thus, the greater accuracy of models 1 and 2
relative to the linear polarization models, models 3−6, is not
related to their ability to capture a nonlinear polarization
response.
Another dimension of the inducible dipole models studied

here is their use of either baseline unpolarized RESP charges or
a new set of point charges optimized along with the
polarizabilities to best replicate the QM polarized ESPs. The
use of co-optimized charges yields somewhat greater accuracy
in all cases; compare model 4 with model 3 and model 6 with
model 5 (Figure 2). The improvements are greatest (0.3−0.5
kcal/mol-e) for the ionized systems and least for the cysteine
analogue (∼0.03 kcal/mol-e). Importantly, when models 4 and
6, with co-optimized charges and either direct or self-consistent
polarizabilities, are used to compute the baseline, unpolarized
ESP, the agreement is somewhat better, on average, than that
provided by standard (unpolarized) RESP charges (Figure 3).
Thus, optimization of charges and polarizabilities against sets of
polarized ESPs results in parameters that are also applicable to
the unpolarized state.

Accuracy at Each Inducing Charge Location. Further
insight into the strengths and weaknesses of the various
polarization models can be obtained by visualizing the errors

Figure 3. RMSE (R0) of polarization models for unpolarized states.
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associated with different positions, rk, of the inducing charge.
Figures 4 and 5 depict nitrobenzene and the valine analogue,
respectively, each surrounded by colored spheres at representa-
tive positions, rk, of the inducing charge. Each sphere is colored
according to the overall error Rk (eq 1) associated with the
inducing charge at the location of the sphere. Results are
presented for the baseline RESP charges, optimal point charges,
optimal point dipoles, co-optimized charges and self-consistent

polarization. We used different color scales for different panels
to bring out the geometric variations associated with each
model and molecule.
Not surprisingly (see Figure 2), baseline RESP charges do a

poor job of replicating the induced potentials. For nitro-
benzene, the errors are less for out-of-plane than for in-plane
inducing charges (Figure 4a), whereas for the valine analogue,
the errors are least for inducing charges near the axes of the

Figure 4. RMSE (Rk, kcal/mol-e) for nitrobenzene as a function of inducing charge location rk.
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carbon−carbon bonds (Figure 5a). All of the polarization
models yield lower errors than the baseline RESP at all external
locations, so accounting for polarization is consistently
advantageous. The relative ranking of the methods is also
consistent: optimal point dipoles (model 2) yield the lowest
errors, followed by optimal point charges (model 1) and then
co-optimized charges with self-consistent polarizabilities
(model 6). In the case of valine, which is nonplanar, the errors
for all three models vary little with the position of the inducing
charge as the values of Rk remain within a 0.7 kcal/mol-e range
for each model. However, the pattern is more complex for the
planar nitrobenzene molecule. Here, the errors are greater for
out-of-plane inducing charges than for in-plane ones for both
models 1 and 6 (Figure 4b,d). (A similar pattern is seen for the
aromatic ring of the tyrosine analogue; data not shown.) It is

necessarily the case when the point-charge representation of
polarization in model 1 is unable to account for out-of-plane
polarization for a planar molecule. It is harder to explain why
model 6 performs worse for out-of-plane than for in-plane
charges and, indeed, worse for out-of-plane charges than model
1; compare Figure 4b,d.
Optimal point dipoles (model 2) can yield out-of-plane

induced moments, and they afford good accuracy for inducing
charges at in-plane and out-of-plane positions around nitro-
benzene, as well as for all positions around the valine analogue.
Indeed, the errors for optimal point dipoles are uniform, to
within 0.0035 kcal/mol-e, for inducing charges around both
molecules. This result supports a view that the point dipole
representation can provide consistent performance in modeling

Figure 5. RMSE (Rk, kcal/mol-e) for the valine analogue as a function of inducing charge location rk.
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all polarization phenomena. However, optimal performance is
clearly not attained by the customary inducible dipole models.
Optimized Polarizabilities and Charges. A basic check

of the plausibility of the optimized polarizabilities is that these
should be consistent with independently determined molecular
polarizabilities. Isotropic molecular polarizabilities were com-
puted from atomic polarizabilities using eq 16, and Table 1
compares these values with molecular polarizabilities computed
independently with Gaussian 09 QM calculations at the same
HF/6-31G* level used to compute the molecular ESPs, as well
as with available experimental molecular polarizabilities. The
molecular polarizabilities from the inducible dipole models
agree well with the independently computed QM molecular
polarizabilities and hence with each other. However, the QM
molecular polarizabilities underestimate the experimental
results by on the order of 30%. This is consistent with a
broader set of data showing that polarizabilities computed at
the 6-31G* level underestimate experimental results, whereas
more complete basis sets, such as aug-cc-pVTZ,48,49 yield more
accurate results.50

All optimized parameters for the four inducible dipole
models are listed in Table 2; the unpolarized RESP charges are
also shown, as these are used in models 3 and 5 and may be
compared with the co-optimized charges of models 4 and 6.
The values of the optimized polarizabilities range from 0.000 to
3.643 Å3. The zeroes are, arguably, nonphysical, but we note
that in many of these cases there appears to be compensation
by neighboring atoms with particularly large polarizabilities,
consistent with the fact that the overall molecular polar-
izabilities are physically reasonable (above). For example, in
nitrobenzene, in which the direct and self-consistent polar-
izabilities, optimized with RESP charges, are 0 for the no atom
(Figure 1), the polarizabilities of the immediately neighboring
ca4 atoms are relatively large, 2.964 or 3.643 Å3, respectively.
Similarly, whereas the c31 atoms in the valine analogue are
consistently assigned a polarizability of 0.000 Å3, the central c32
atom type has a relatively large polarizability (>2 Å3). Cases like
these could be avoided by adding further restraints during
optimization, such as by forcing all carbon atoms in the valine
analogue to have equal polarizabilities. However, adding
restraints would presumably lessen the accuracy of the
agreement of the models with the QM polarized ESPs, and
the present minimally restrained optimizations have the merit
of revealing the best possible performance of each model.

The optimized polarizabilities may also be analyzed by
element. As shown in Table 3, carbon consistently emerges as
the most polarizable, followed by oxygen and with nitrogen and
hydrogen approximately tied for third place. (The solitary sulfur
atoms in the models studied are assigned polarizabilities of 1.7−
1.9 Å3, well above the mean of about 1.0 for carbon.) This
ranking is in rough agreement with that of the polarizabilities
assigned to these elements in a prior study, which used only
experimental molecular polarizabilities as target data.45 Perhaps,
the largest discrepancy is for nitrogen, whose optimized
polarizabilities are significantly lower here. However, when
appropriately atom-typed polarizabilities from the prior study
are substituted for the optimized ones developed here, they
yield polarized ESPs that deviate about twice as much from the
reference polarized QM ESPs, regardless of the point-charge
model used (data not shown). About 30% of this increased
deviation probably traces to the tendency of the present
quantum calculations to underestimate the experimental
molecular polarizabilities used (see above).
It is also instructive to examine how the optimized

polarizabilities can change with molecular conformation. For
the simple valine analogue, all three conformations are quite
similar to each other, and the three sets of polarizabilities agree
to within 0.015 Å3. However, the picture is more complicated
for the two conformations apiece of the aspartate and tyrosine
analogues (Figure 6). The molecular conformations tested for
the aspartate analogue differ in the torsion of the side chain
relative to the ethyl terminus. Thus, in one conformation, the
shortest oxygen-to-methyl carbon (o−c31) distance is 2.8 Å,
whereas in the other conformation, it is 3.2 Å. The optimal
polarizability of c31 is larger for the structure with the shorter
o−c31 distance, but the polarizabilities of the other atoms are
quite similar. The two conformations tested for the tyrosine
analogue are the same to within 0.078 Å RMSD. Nonetheless,
the optimized polarizabilities for certain atoms differ substan-
tially between the two conformations; notably, the c32 atom
type has polarizability 0.000 Å3 in one structure and 1.442 Å3 in
the other. However, this change is partly compensated by
opposite shifts in the polarizabilities of atom types ca1 and c31.
Interestingly, when the optimized parameters are swapped
between conformers, the ESP errors, R, change by <0.05 kcal/
mol-e; thus, the optimal solutions found here are degenerate.
As detailed in the previous section, all four inducible dipole

models (models 3−6) yield rather similar levels of accuracy

Table 1. Isotropic Molecular Polarizabilities (Å3) from eq 16 Using Optimized Parameters, QM Calculations, and Experimenta

3: RESP, Dir Pol 4: Co-opt Chgs, Dir Pol 5: RESP SC Pol, 6: Co-opt Chgs, SC Pol HF/6-31G* expt51

Asp(−) 4.806 5.050 4.813 5.082 5.294
Asp(−) 4.820 5.048 4.833 5.087 5.306
Lys(+) 7.258 8.004 7.313 8.249 8.589
Ser 3.666 3.641 3.674 3.650 3.763 5.41
Asn 5.087 5.256 5.128 5.320 5.625
Cys 5.073 5.113 5.128 5.178 5.414 7.41
Tyr 10.312 10.443 10.812 10.931 11.734
Tyr 10.199 10.339 10.725 10.893 11.826
Val 6.064 6.121 6.108 6.166 6.302 8.14
Val 6.065 6.123 6.110 6.169 6.315 8.14
Val 6.063 6.129 6.105 6.169 6.314 8.14
Val dimer 11.966 12.034 12.241 12.285 12.829 16.28
methane dimer 3.571 3.571 3.609 3.609 3.618 5.186
nitrobenzene 8.218 8.579 8.666 9.043 9.808

aThe experimental values listed for the dimers are merely twice the experimental monomer results.
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Table 2. Optimized Parameters for Inducible Dipole Models (Polarizabilities (α) in Å3 and Charges (q) in e)

RESP 3: RESP, Dir Pol 4: Co-opt Chgs, Dir Pol 5: RESP, SC Pol 6: Co-opt Chgs, SC Pol

q α q α α q α

Asp(−) c 0.819 0.127 0.864 0.304 0.000 0.868 0.251
c31 −0.062 0.000 −0.145 0.446 0.000 −0.137 0.490
c32 0.018 2.884 −0.267 2.058 2.938 −0.269 2.042
hc1 −0.002 0.162 0.049 0.306 0.160 0.048 0.305
hc2 −0.050 0.000 0.041 0.000 0.000 0.041 0.000
o −0.835 0.655 −0.841 0.661 0.698 −0.844 0.693

Asp(−) c 0.808 0.186 0.884 0.240 0.116 0.889 0.094
c31 −0.103 0.652 0.004 1.330 0.655 −0.004 1.356
c32 0.213 2.695 −0.206 1.842 2.713 −0.203 1.854
hc1 −0.008 0.000 0.001 0.081 0.000 0.004 0.085
hc2 −0.110 0.000 0.007 0.000 0.000 0.007 0.000
o −0.837 0.643 −0.850 0.696 0.674 −0.853 0.764

Lys(+) c31 −0.348 0.000 −0.360 0.000 0.000 −0.364 0.011
c32 0.242 0.000 0.297 2.155 0.000 0.306 1.929
c33 −0.102 1.574 −0.221 0.007 1.473 −0.210 0.133
c34 −0.096 0.000 0.022 0.003 0.000 0.019 0.000
c3x 0.283 2.920 0.441 1.990 3.007 0.432 1.972
hc1 0.094 0.481 0.087 0.377 0.475 0.087 0.393
hc2 −0.024 0.376 −0.047 0.044 0.411 −0.052 0.123
hc3 0.035 0.000 0.061 0.502 0.000 0.056 0.524
hc4 0.041 0.000 0.013 0.444 0.000 0.015 0.457
hn 0.373 0.190 0.390 0.246 0.196 0.389 0.253
hx 0.043 0.000 −0.000 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.000
n4 −0.568 0.000 −0.663 0.004 0.000 −0.654 0.057

Ser c 0.866 1.992 0.966 0.683 2.018 0.968 0.634
c31 −0.135 0.943 −0.204 0.678 0.550 −0.199 0.597
c32 −0.086 1.191 −0.214 1.972 1.249 −0.213 1.918
hc1 0.045 0.106 0.065 0.162 0.221 0.064 0.192
hc2 0.029 0.000 0.070 0.047 0.000 0.069 0.088
n −1.087 0.644 −1.094 0.507 0.649 −1.108 0.322

Asn c31 −0.282 0.014 −0.255 0.000 0.019 −0.257 0.000
c32 0.526 1.888 0.468 1.929 1.897 0.466 1.931
h1 −0.062 0.000 −0.053 0.000 0.000 −0.053 0.000
hc1 0.061 0.473 0.059 0.452 0.474 0.059 0.455
hn 0.443 0.000 0.451 0.190 0.000 0.459 0.281
ho 0.419 0.279 0.376 0.192 0.312 0.376 0.229
o −0.637 0.000 −0.691 0.455 0.000 −0.697 0.535
oh −0.722 0.066 −0.659 0.164 0.023 −0.658 0.126

Cys c31 −0.125 0.000 −0.161 0.000 0.000 −0.178 0.000
c32 0.050 1.211 0.101 1.174 0.973 0.114 0.820
h1 0.038 0.271 0.026 0.250 0.334 0.022 0.348
hc1 0.057 0.455 0.065 0.464 0.483 0.069 0.499
hs 0.189 0.254 0.177 0.276 0.279 0.177 0.294
sh −0.360 1.702 −0.364 1.771 1.758 −0.365 1.870

Tyr c31 −0.128 1.358 −0.116 0.925 2.146 −0.012 2.138
c32 0.136 0.552 0.063 1.911 0.000 0.079 0.000
ca1 −0.047 1.724 −0.120 0.957 1.834 −0.067 1.609
ca2 −0.451 0.777 −0.495 1.775 0.994 −0.525 1.601
ca3 0.542 1.183 0.684 0.000 0.421 0.693 0.000
ca4 −0.127 0.000 0.007 0.063 0.000 −0.082 0.000
ha1 0.143 0.251 0.162 0.350 0.320 0.155 0.272
ha2 0.208 0.034 0.214 0.000 0.097 0.215 0.000
hc1 0.032 0.195 0.030 0.223 0.000 0.002 0.000
hc2 −0.009 0.270 −0.007 0.000 0.462 −0.003 0.523
ho 0.376 0.000 0.389 0.000 0.056 0.398 0.199
oh −0.581 0.520 −0.626 0.711 0.773 −0.632 0.585

Tyr c31 −0.123 1.419 −0.184 0.473 2.164 −0.116 1.538
c32 0.103 0.444 0.011 2.169 0.000 0.010 1.442
ca1 −0.271 1.702 −0.425 0.828 1.643 −0.424 1.059
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(Figure 2). Comparisons of the optimized parameters (Table
2) indicate that they also tend to be quite similar for matching
molecules and atom types. For example, polarizabilities
optimized for the direct and self-consistent models with
RESP charges (models 3 and 5) agree well with each other
(Figure 7). This agreement suggests that the optimized
polarizabilities might be swapped between the two molecules
with little loss of accuracy. In fact, using polarizabilities
optimized for model 5 in model 3 increases the mean RMSE,
R, by only 0.05 kcal/mol-e, whereas the reverse swap decreased
the mean RMSE by 0.03 kcal/mol-e. Thus, the optimized values
are effectively interchangeable. Similarly, the co-optimized
charges of models 4 and 6 are quite similar to corresponding

baseline RESP charges (Figure 8). Overall, the four inducible
dipole models end up with similar parameters and yield similar
levels of accuracy.

■ CONCLUSIONS

Incorporating conformation-dependent electronic polarization
into force fields promises to advance the predictive power of
molecular simulations. Although various polarization models
exist, the self-consistent atomic polarizability model has
emerged as a well-regarded standard. This approach has been
implemented in its full form and approximated via the Drude
oscillator method, as well as the first-order, or direct,
approximation. Conformation-dependent polarization has also

Table 2. continued

RESP 3: RESP, Dir Pol 4: Co-opt Chgs, Dir Pol 5: RESP, SC Pol 6: Co-opt Chgs, SC Pol

q α q α α q α

ca2 −0.241 0.662 −0.212 1.803 0.727 −0.200 1.860
ca3 0.335 1.407 0.400 0.072 1.219 0.373 0.000
ca4 0.103 0.000 0.315 0.001 0.000 0.301 0.000
ha1 0.182 0.204 0.213 0.343 0.388 0.209 0.398
ha2 0.172 0.070 0.179 0.000 0.121 0.177 0.000
hc1 0.030 0.177 0.048 0.316 0.000 0.030 0.087
hc2 −0.010 0.322 −0.002 0.000 0.475 −0.001 0.134
ho 0.372 0.088 0.389 0.015 0.139 0.401 0.399
oh −0.546 0.388 −0.581 0.712 0.494 −0.578 0.353

Val c31 −0.510 0.000 −0.412 0.000 0.000 −0.416 0.000
c32 0.572 2.858 0.557 2.291 2.809 0.563 2.279
hc1 0.114 0.356 0.087 0.410 0.367 0.088 0.416
hc2 −0.068 0.000 −0.107 0.138 0.000 −0.108 0.143

Val c31 −0.514 0.000 −0.405 0.000 0.000 −0.409 0.000
c32 0.564 2.877 0.551 2.297 2.827 0.558 2.282
hc1 0.116 0.354 0.086 0.409 0.365 0.086 0.415
hc2 −0.066 0.000 −0.108 0.142 0.000 −0.109 0.149

Val c31 −0.526 0.000 −0.386 0.000 0.000 −0.392 0.000
c32 0.555 2.931 0.522 2.312 2.874 0.529 2.284
hc1 0.120 0.348 0.082 0.408 0.359 0.083 0.414
hc2 −0.061 0.000 −0.103 0.145 0.000 −0.104 0.157

Val dimer c31 −0.523 0.000 −0.371 0.000 0.000 −0.379 0.000
c32 0.567 3.148 0.495 2.540 3.051 0.503 2.519
hc1 0.118 0.315 0.079 0.374 0.341 0.080 0.390
hc2 −0.062 0.000 −0.090 0.109 0.000 −0.090 0.113

methane dimer c3 −0.500 0.980 −0.496 0.983 1.020 −0.497 1.018
hc 0.125 0.201 0.124 0.201 0.196 0.124 0.196

nitrobenzene ca1 −0.194 0.000 −0.286 0.598 0.000 −0.291 1.670
ca2 −0.111 0.779 −0.047 1.867 0.498 −0.005 1.523
ca3 −0.127 1.573 −0.133 0.000 1.914 −0.156 0.000
ca4 0.092 2.964 0.170 1.099 3.643 0.158 0.000
ha1 0.183 0.000 0.196 0.145 0.000 0.188 0.062
ha2 0.146 0.443 0.149 0.041 0.505 0.145 0.093
ha3 0.151 0.000 0.152 0.328 0.000 0.151 0.436
no 0.751 0.000 0.715 0.862 0.000 0.707 0.062
o −0.458 0.619 −0.465 0.495 0.552 −0.467 0.925

Table 3. Means and Standard Deviations of Atomic Polarizabilities (Å3) by Element, for Models 3−6

3: RESP, Dir Pol 4: Co-opt Chgs, Dir Pol 5: RESP, SC Pol 6: Co-opt Chgs, SC Pol

mean std dev. mean std dev. mean std dev. mean std. dev.

C 1.107 1.070 0.972 0.893 1.102 1.156 0.950 0.903
H 0.163 0.164 0.198 0.164 0.184 0.188 0.232 0.171
O 0.413 0.276 0.556 0.203 0.459 0.320 0.569 0.266
N 0.215 0.372 0.458 0.431 0.216 0.375 0.147 0.152
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been modeled via a redistribution of charge among atomic
point charges,30,32 instead of using added point dipoles. (A
combined approach has also been reported.52) Charge
redistribution approaches cannot capture polarization that is
not directed along bonds, but they are simpler because they do
not add point dipoles to the representation of the molecule.
In considering the relative merits of various polarization

models, it is useful to distinguish between how a model
represents polarization and how it computes the polarization
within this representation. This study has considered two
polarization representations, atom-centered point dipoles and
redistribution of atom-centered charges, and it has examined
two response models for the point-dipole representation,
namely, direct and self-consistent inducible dipoles. (Although
not studied here, there are also useful response models for the
charge-based representation.30,53) It should be emphasized that,
although the response models used in polarizable force fields
are physically motivated, they are simplified representations of

the mechanisms controlling how electrons in molecules shift in
response to inducing fields. This holds not only for the charge-
redistribution models but also for the physically appealing
picture of self-consistent, atom-centered inducible point
dipoles. Thus, given that the parameters have been properly
optimized, the accuracy of a polarization model can be limited
by its representation of polarization, its response model, or
both.
A central finding of this study is that it is the response model,

rather than a polarization representation, that limits the
accuracy of the self-consistent atomic polarization model:
point dipoles optimized independent of any response model
yield much more accurate ESPs than those optimized using a
full polarization model. Indeed, the inducible dipole response
model is so problematic that it yields ESPs less accurate than
those achievable with a point-charge representation of polar-
ization. Thus, although a key advantage of the dipole

Figure 6. Comparison of model 6 atomic polarizabilities from different molecular conformations of (a) aspartate and (b) tyrosine analogues.

Figure 7. Comparison of self-consistent and direct polarizabilities for
models 3 and 5 across all molecules. Figure 8. Comparison of co-optimized and RESP charges for models 5

and 6 across all molecules.
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representation should be its ability to capture out-of-plane
polarization, the induced-dipole implementations studied here
are no more accurate than point charges at capturing out-of-
plane induction of the planar nitrobenzene molecule.
This means that a polarization model using a point-charge

representation could outperform the standard inducible dipole
model, if it were outfitted with a good response model. Further
accuracy might be available at modest computational cost by
adding out-of-plane charge centers above and below aromatic
rings; these could improve the representation of both the
baseline potential and the polarization normal to the ring. On
the other hand, because the point-dipole representation can
yield greater accuracy than the point-charge representation, it
would also be of great interest to seek improved response
models for the point-dipole representation. Although any
specific directions for improvements are currently speculative,
several possible approaches may be considered. One is to allow
for anisotropic polarizabilities. Another would be to modify the
current electrostatic treatment of short-ranged induced dipole−
induced dipole interactions, which clearly does not capture the
complex details of QM electronic reorganization. Finally, the
success of models 1 and 2 suggests that one might develop
empirical response models for chemical fragments.
We also observed only a slight improvement in accuracy on

going from the first-order, or direct, approximation of the
induced-dipole model to the fully self-consistent model, even
though the self-consistent model is more physically complete.
Perhaps greater improvement would be observed if a similar
study could be done for molecules in the condensed phase, in
which there would be many more dipole−dipole interactions.
Nonetheless, our results support prior suggestions17−20 that the
direct approximation offers an advantageous combination of
accuracy and computational efficiency. It is also interesting that
polarizabilities optimized for the self-consistent model were
essentially interchangeable with those optimized for the direct
model.
Somewhat greater improvement was observed upon

replacing regular RESP charges with partial charges co-
optimized with the atomic polarizabilities, particularly for the
ionized compounds. Thus, although good results can be
obtained with RESP charges combined with the inducible
polarization models, it makes sense to re-optimize charges in
the context of the inducible dipoles for charged compounds.
Indeed, this leads to improvement in both the polarized and
unpolarized baseline ESPs.
In this study, the atomic polarizabilities were optimized to

replicate the QM ESPs generated by molecules in the fields of
external point charges. The agreement of molecular polar-
izabilities computed from these fitted atomic polarizabilities
with those computed directly from the QM calculations
supports the physical plausibility of the values assigned. On
the other hand, some of the optimized polarizabilities differ
significantly from previously published values. This often
appears to result from compensating deviations of neighboring
atoms. In addition, there is evidence that the solutions to the
optimization problem can be degenerate, in the sense that
equally good (or nearly so) fits can be obtained with different
polarizabilities, much as observed in the optimization of point
charges to match QM ESPs.33 Procedures analogous to those
used in RESP, such as the addition of weak restraints and/or
the use of multiple conformations in fitting, could be used to
generate more uniform polarizability assignments across
chemically similar atoms.

When assessing the reliability of the present conclusions, it is
reasonable to consider the degree to which the ability of a
polarization model to fit the QM ESPs of polarized molecules is
a useful metric of the model’s quality. The central argument in
support of this view is that this approach directly probes the
relevant physics, and, indeed, other groups have used a similar
approach.23,52,54 In addition, RESP, one of the most successful
approaches to assigning partial atomic charges, works by fitting
charges to QM ESPs, so a similar approach should also be
suitable for adjusting and evaluating polarization models. More
particularly, the use of QM calculations at the HF/6-31G* level
to calculate the reference QM ESPs is consistent with the
standard RESP protocol. On the other hand, as this QM
calculation leads to molecular polarizabilities that underestimate
the experimental results by roughly 30%, the reliability of the
parameters might benefit from use of a larger basis set, such as
aug-cc-pVTZ. It is also worth noting that partial charges fitted
to the HF/6-31G* results in vacuum yield dipole moments that
somewhat overestimate gas-phase experimental results. These
partial charges are regarded as suitable for simulations in the
condensed phase, where some self-polarization occurs.
However, an explicit treatment of polarizability should allow
molecular dipole moments to adjust automatically to the
environment, so it would be appropriate, while accounting
explicitly for polarization, to set baseline gas-phase partial
charges with a QM method that yields molecular dipole
moments appropriate to the gas phase.
In summary, the accuracy of a polarization model is

determined not only by how it represents polarization but
also by the response model it uses to compute polarization.
Although atom-centered point dipoles can do an excellent job
of representing molecular polarization, the inducible dipole
response models typically used with this representation fall well
short of the theoretical maximum accuracy it could attain.
Therefore, it should be possible to develop more accurate
polarization models not through more detailed representations
of polarization but instead through improved response models.
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